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Abstract 

The 5 I fFe(d,t) 5 3Fe reaction has been used to study the levels populat

ed in 5 3Fe in an attempt to establish the neutron configuration in 
5 1 fFe. The states observed show clear evidence for a 2p-4h admixture 

in 5l*Fe. In particular, the strength of the first 3/2" level relative 

to the 7/2" ground state transition is 3-4 times that in neighbouring 

N = 28 nuclei. 

NUCLEAR REACTIONS 5'*Fe(d,t)53Fe, E = IS MeV; measured ?(Et,e ), 
5 3Fc deduced levels, S, DWBA analysis. 
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1. Introduction 

Recent work on the optic.il model analyses of the elastic scattering of 
51 90 25 MeV alpha-particles froa 26 nuclei fron V to Se has shown systematic 

sensitivity to neutron shell configurations in these nuclei ( England et al l}76, 

England et al 1977, England et al 1978 and England et al 1980). A notable 
54 exception to the systematic trends ia Fe which exhibits characteristics of 

a neutron configuration which is 2p, /? rather than the 1f 7/ 2 «xpected fro« 

the usual assumption of a closed shell at * - 23» 

The (d,t) reaction is well known as a sensitive probe of neutron con

figurations in even-even targets and thus should show whether a 1f7/~ and 
"H 54 \53 2p,/ neutron configuration admixture exists in ' Fe. The Pe(d,t) Pe 

re-.ction has been studied previously by Mac far lane et al (1962) at 21.6 MeV but 

with very poor energy resolution ro th&t they could not resolve the i/2 state 

at 0.741 MeV. The states in '*Fe have been studied by use of the ™Fe(p,d)"Pe 

reaction by kelson et al (1973). Ohnuma et al (1972) and Suehiro et al (1979). 

All of these authors comment on the presence of two-step processes in this 

reaction and while they find departures from the spectroscopic strengths expected 
54 from an H - 28 closed shell in Fe, these departures are not inconsistent with 

7/2 the presence of two-step processes. Seither are they inconsistent with a If, 
54 and 2p,. admixture in the ground state of Fe. A similar situation arises 

53 54 ? 53 from the study of the states in Fe via the Pe( He.o.r'Te reaction by Trier 

et al (1968) and by Portier et al (1978). In particular, Fortier et al (1978) 

show that two-9tep porcesses are clearly present but ti.at in their work these 

can he identified as the mechanisms leading to the population of several clearly 

defined levels while the majority of the levels observed proceed via a direct 

one-step process which ?.s well represented in DWBA. Portier ot al (1978) also 

conclude that the 1f 7/ 5 summed spectroscopic strength of 7 is clearly now observed 

and that even when a modified shell model calculation taking into account the 

http://optic.il
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T-upper state« i« mad« tlw revised lf 7/ ? sua is not observed and that SOB« 

2p,/ 5 adaixtur« is präsent, together with a
 1f s/-, component. Thus it is 

clear that »nil« both th« ^«(p.d)' 5?« and the 5T«( îH«,a) 5 îP« reactions 

indicate soae departure froa a fill%d 1f-/? neutron configuration in the 

ground state of the interpretation of this is ambiguous because of 

th« presence of two-step processes. 

The (d,t) reaction has so far not produced any evidence of th« 

involvement of two st«p processes. In all cases reported in the literature 

for this reaction in th« A • 40 to A - 70 aass region a single-step direct 

reaction has been observed, even when very weak transitions are analysed. 

In (d,t) reactions on other * - 28 nuclei (Anderson et al 1969. Nuclear Data 

Sheets 1977b)the full sunned spectroscopic strength is observed for 

the 1f 7/ 9 neutron configurations. Thus if in the present work, relatively 

strong population of the 3/2" state at 0.741 MeV is observed, this is a strong 

54 
indication that a 2p,/, admixture exists in the ground state of Pe since 

it is very unlikely that a two-step process cculd cause this population when 

such a process haa not previously been reported in a (d,t) reaction. 

2. Experimental Metric1 

The t)^Pe reaction i-a$ a (4-value of -7.12 MeV. To avoii problems 

with Coulonb distortion and angular momentum mismatch the energy of the incident 

deuteron beaa should be greater than 15 MeV if a reasonable range of excitation 

53 
is to be observed in th« levels populated in Pe. An 18 MeV deuteron bean 

from the 14ÜD Pelletron accelerator of the Department of Nuclear Physics, 

A.W.U., Canberra was therefore chosen. This was focussed onto a 200 |jg cm 

54 
self-supporting target of 985& pure Pe and the reaction products observed 

using an Eng« Split-Pol« magnetic spectrometer fitteù with a 53 on long gas-

filled detector at its focal plane ( Ophel and Johnston 1978). This system 

allowed an overall energy resolution of 20 keV to be obtained, together with 

a mass separation between deuterons and tritons such that the break-through 
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of elastic and inelastic deuterons into the triton spectra «as less than 0.01^. 

The total cross section for the (d,t) reaction was found to be very small 

and the situation at the focal plane «as further complicated by the fact that 

in the angular range of interest for L » 1 and L - 3 transitions the strong 
54 elastic and inelastic deuteron peaks fro« Pe arrived at positions very close 

to the triton peaks corresponding to the ground state and the 0,741 MeV state 

of Pe so that the use of a catcher flag to remove the elastic and strongest 

inelastic deuteron peaks entering the detector «as not possible. Since the 

maximum counting rate allowed by the detector system «as 1kHz, the presence of 

the strong elastic and inelastic deuteron peaks meant that the time necessary 

to acquire a statistical accuracy of better than 10$ on the weak transitions 

in the (d,t) reaction «as of the order of 10 hours per angle. Thus measurements 
<15° to 50° in the lab) were confined to angles in the range?corresponding to the second maximum in 

an L - 1 transfer and to the first maximum in an L - 3 transfer. The absolute 
magnitudes of the measured cross sections «ere checked via the elastic scattering 
cross sections obtained simultaneously «ith the (d,t) data. 

3. Experimental results and analyses 

The observed triton spectrum at 30° lab is shown in figure 1. When this 
54 3 53 is compared «ith, for example, the spectrum from the Pe( He,a) Pe reaction 

shown in Pig 15 of the work by Portier et al (1978) it is clear that a very 

different population for the 3/2" states relative to the 7/2" states is observed 

in this (d,t) reaction. Further, the 3/2~ strength is concentrated in the lower 

states whereas in the (He,a) reaction it is split between all the available 

3/2" states. The 7/2" strength, on the other hand, is split in much the same 

way as in the ( He,a) reaction. Similarly the 5/2" population distribution in 

the (d,t) reaction mirrors that in the (He,a) reaction. 

The experimental cross sections have been compared with the predictions 

of the DWBA programme DWUCK using a finite range prescription with a range 

parameter of 3.0 fm. The deuteron optical model parameters »«re taken from 

the work of Tjin A Djie and Brockman (1965) for 18.1 MeV jeuterons and the 



triton optical model parameters «ere taken fro« the work of Hafele et al (1967) 
52 for 15 MeV triton« els^ticallr «latt^red fro« Cr. In comparing the D*Bfc 

predictions to the experimental data the usual X. criterion has been used to 
obtain the normalization and thus the spectroscopic information. The procedure 

2 used to obtain C S for the L. • 1 transitions from the second maximum in the 
distributions «as checked on unpublished data for the Fe(d,t) Fe reaction 
to the 3/2 ground state of Fe «here both the first and second maxima in 
the distribution has been measured (Weisser et al 1971* 1978). The variation 

2 / - 55 
in C S for this 3/2 ground state in y'Pe for fitting either the first or the 
second maximum «as less than 5"< and «as mainly determined by the uncertainties 
in the data over the first maximum «hich «ere larger than at the second. 

Table 1 shows a comparison of the spectroscopic strengths of the 
ground 9tate to ground state 7/2" and the «round state to first excited state 
3/2" transition for the (d,t) reaction from together with those for other 
neighbouring IT • 28 even-even targets. It is clear from this table that the 
54 53 Fe(d,t) Pe reaction differs significantly in character from the similar 

48 50 reactions on Ca and Ti, Table 2 shows a comparison of the summed spectroscopic 
strengths for the T-lower 7/2" states, for the 5/2" states and for the 3/2" 
states seen in this (d,t) reaction with the similar summed strengths seen 
by Fortier et al (1978) for the He,a) reaction tr the same final nucleus. 
The agreement is remarkably good. The ranges shown on the values of C S 
in tables 1 and 2 for the present data are made up of an uncertainty of about 
- 10$ from the ^ fitting plut a further uncertainty estimated to be about 
- 15^ arising from the fact that the triton parameters were derived from those 
for "*2Cr at 15 MeV and were not from measurements on either or ' Pe at 
near to 11 MeV. Table 2 also shows the Shell Model expected strengths for 
these states in Pe calculated on a basis which includes the T-upper states 
and taken from the work of Portier et al (1978). 
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Fro« figure 1 it ia seen that several other state« are observed in Fe 

which are not included in the above strengths. The T-upper 7/2 state at 

4.256 KeV excitation is one of the strongest of these. This is known to be 

the hole analogue state of the ground state of 55 Mn. "»Se weak 7/2 ~ state at 

1.696 VnV is seen in the pr*s<»nt (d.t) reaction and not in the ('He,a* reaction. 

This state has been included in the data shown in table 2. Similarly states 

at 3.040 MeV (19/2* ?) and 3.483 MeV (15/2") are seen here and not in the 

(He,a) reaction. Conversly, the 5/2" state at 2.J93 MeV is not seen in this 

(d,t) reaction. The state at 0.774 HeV is observed in this (d,t) reaction 

although its population is so weak that it has not been possible to deternine 

either its L-transfer or its spin. Finally a weak state at 1.896 MeV has also 

been observed at most of the angles measured. This state appears kinenatically 

to belong to this Fe(d,t) Fe reaction but it is not recorded in the adopted 

levels for 5 5Fe. 

4. Discussion of the results. 

The spectroscopic strengths listed in Table 1 and Table 2 show the 
48 

following characteristics. The ground state 7/2 transitions for the Ca 
50 and Ti targets show strengths fron the (d,t) reaction close to the sua rule 

i 

I 
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liait for a full 'f-j/o »hell »hi I« the correspond lug strength* of the first 

3/2" states are very saall. la the Fe case the 7/2 strength is much smaller 

than the full 1f~/9 SUB rule liait and is «ell below the shell model prediction 

allowing for the presence of the T-upper states. The 3/2" strength in the first 

excited state is enhanced in Ye. These strengths point t? a different neutron 

54 43 50 

configuration in the ground state of Pe compared to Ca and Ti. The 

conparison given in Table 2 shows that there is excellent agreement between 

the sunned strengths fro« the present (d,t) reaction and the ( He,a) reaction 

(Portier et al 1978} despite the obvious differences in relative strengths 
noted earlier. These results again show that there is an admixture of 2p, 

V2 
and probably 1fc/2 i° the ground state of Pe. 

Johnston and Benson (1978) iiave carried out theoretical calculations 

53 54 
on the states in Fe and Fe based on the assumption that they are built > p 

from particle-hole configurations in Ti. The states in Fe are predicted 

to be formed from 0p-2h, 1p-3h and 2p-4h configurations, with the low-lying 

states being described by the 0p-2h and 2p-4h configurations. The corresp-

55 

onding states in Fe are 0p-3h and 1p-4h configurations. From these calcul

ations it is clear that there will be an admixture of 2p-4h configuration 

54 
in the ground state wavefunction of Fe. Since the 2 particles in this case 

are rentrons in 2p,/ 2 or 1fc/2 orbitale, it follows that the corresponding 

53 54 53 

states in Fe should be seen in the Fe(d,t) Fe reaction. These 2p,/. and 

1f, /- neutron configurations should also be seen in any reaction, such as the 

elastic scattering of 25 MeV alpha-particles, which shows sensitivity to 

neutron configuration (England et al 197Ê, England et al 1977, England et al 

1979, England et al 1980). 
The proposed l*vel structure of Johnston and Benson (1978) for 5Fe 

is shown in figure 3 »here it is broken down into its various particle-hole 

54 / 53 
components. Also shown «re the states populated vi* the Fe(d,t) Fe reaction. 
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It is clear that all the low-lying states »ith 1p-4h configuration are seen, 

together with the expected 0p-3h states based on the 0p-2h closed neutron shell. 

5. Conclusion 

The conclusion which can be drawn from this work is that the states 

in Fe and Fe are well described by the model of Johnston and Benson (1976) 

which assumes a fli core with 2p-4h and 1p-4h configurations respectively 

in addition to the usual 0p-2h and 0p-3h configurations expected from the 

assumption of an N - 28 closed shell. 
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TABLE 1. 

Spectroscopic factor* derived froa (d , t ) rcactioa* on I • 29 

even-even nuclei for tl*e f i r s t 7/2* and 5/2* leve l* . 

RSACTIO* BNEcCT OF 
LETEL (HeV) 

S H I C 2 * KATIO asrasBcs 

^ C a f d . t ) 4 7 « * 0.000 

2.O20 

1/2-

Î / 2 ' 

7 .0 

o.oe 
87.5 nuclear flat* 

She*ta( i?7? o) 

^ T K d . t ) 4 9 ? ! 0.000 

l . )82 

7/2" 

3/2" 

6.4 

0.09 
- 1 . 1 

Aaderooa et a] 
(l>69> 

^ P e U . t ^ P e 0.000 

0.741 

7/2" 

) /2" 

5 . 6 * 

0.14 -

0.5 
2 5 * 4 rresent «ork 
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TABLE 2. 

Summed expérimental spectroscopic strengths for the low-lying 3/2", 

- - 53 

5/2 and 7/2 states in Fe obtained from the present (d,t) work 

and from the (He,a) work of Fortier et al(l976) compared to the 

predicted summed Shell Model Strengths. 

CONFIGUTJITION Tzh 2c 2 s £ C 2 S 

FROM (d , t ) PROM(5He,a) FROM SHELL MODEL 

1 f 5 / 2 

(1) 
0.07 ~ .02 0.06 0.0 

2 p 5 / 2 

(2) 
0.23 - .04 0.2 0.0 

1 f 7 / 2 

(3) + 

5.1 Î 0.7 5.2 6.0 

(1) The state at 1.424 MeV only 

(2) The states at 0.741 MeV and 2.043 MeV only 

(3) The states at 0.00 MeV, 1.696 MeV, 2.839 MeV, 3.321 MeV and 3.567 MeV only 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. Triton energy spectrum at 30° lab for the reaction 5*Fe(d,t)^Fe 

at an incident deuteron energy of 18 KeV. The energies and opine 

are taken fron» Muclea* Data Sheet« (1977a) 

Figure 2. Predicted energy level scheme of Johnston and Benson (1978) 
53 for the states in "Fe together with the states seen in the 

present work. 
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